
Convention Education Committee Meeting 
January 15-16, 2017 

 
Participants: Morgan Weinberg, Jayne Spittler, Wyatt Bradbury, Kate Scheuer, Tim Lee, Robert Broyles, 

Jessica Cooper, Robert Scandary, Jamie Bloom, Traci Johnson, Michala Roan 
 
Absent: Tyler Storie 

 
January 15, 2017- meeting began at 1pm CT: 
 

1. Introductions & icebreakers around the room 
 

2. Business Plan- Review & see how we can fit into the goals/objectives for the 2017-2020 quad.  
 

3. Discussion about workshop topics and if we need to replace a session for coaches since Russell 
won’t be there. Talked about sports med topics and if we are responsible for that. Suggestion 

that Michael Brooks, NCAC, might be a good option to replace Russell’s session. 
 

4. How will we share information? Google Drive. Jessica took us through how to use & downloaded 
app. We will move to Doodle to schedule future meetings. We will meet through Zoom- not 
conference calls.  

 

5. Survey tools- do we want a daily survey? Response rates were low. We send out an overall end 
survey and got 50 responses. What sort of tools do we want to utilize? Twitter polls? Survey 

through Sched? 
 

6. Digital Media/Social Media Discussion: 

 Tweet Deck/Hootsuite pre-scheduling for Twitter 

 Tim- text alerts where people can opt in to receive updates/notifications 

 Use target audiences through Facebook/Twitter & AEC Instagram 

 Continue Psych Sheet 

 Team: Jessica, Wyatt, Tim & Michala 

 
Meeting ended at 4:30pm CT. 
 

 
January 16, 2017- meeting began at 8am CT: 
 

1. Track/topic exercise with post-its and schedule review. Conversation began about how much is 

going on at Convention and how we narrow it down to target audiences. Discussion of Sched 

and how we can color code and narrow down categories. Decided that tracks are somewhat 

obsolete and we narrow down by topic & target audience. Let the LSCs decide who will go to 

what session based on Sched classification.  

 

2. Come up with audience definitions to be able to tag content to appropriate group. Audience 

strands & Topic strands.  

 

Audiences Types 

Athletes Coach/Club Development 

Officials Diversity & Inclusion 



Coaches Disability 

LSC Administrators Safe Sport 

 Zones 

 LSC Administration 

 National 

 Open Water 

 Athletes 

 Officials 

 

3. Discussion about Convention Meeting/Workshop request form & about how we request 

information from others. Decided to request information from committees for 2017 as a beta 

test and then try to implement a plan for 2018. Use Sched to put all information in one place.  

 

4. New mission statement: 

To strengthen the USA Swimming experience by streamlining opportunities to swim efficiently and 

effectively through Convention.  

5. Workshop Ideas for ConvEd Committee- should we add any? Change?  

First Timer’s: Wednesday 11-11:50am- Jamie, Kate, Michala 

 Develop short video?  

Meet & Greet Tuesday night 

Roberts Rules- Wyatt 

 Books for everyone at check-in? 

 Link digital Robert Rules to psych sheet 

 HOD component? 

Maximizing your Athletes- Traci 

Coaches & Officials? 

Mentorship?- Kate will talk to Matt Sprang on CD Committee 

Russell Replacement? Michael Brooks? Jamie will talk to him- Lunch Meeting? 12:15-1pm? 

Invite Masters? 

College Recruiting- are we removing, replacing, continuing? We are either going to remove or 

replace.  

 

6. Athlete Involvement at Convention: 

 Tim: For athletes, you go to the athlete meetings unless someone tells you otherwise- you 

can attend other ones if you want or have time, but most people don’t utilize unless 

someone tells them they “have” to go- they didn’t know what was being offered. Athletes 

didn’t know there was a workshop guide. Extra meeting would need to be short and 

attention grabbing so they can still have down time to revamp. 

 

 Michala: Not a lot of communication to athletes about what other meetings might be good 

other than athlete meetings. Last year was first year that they were “required” to go to the 

maximizing your athletes session. Think it would be a good idea to require the athletes to go 

to “1” additional meeting per day or some sort of requirement.  

 

 Tim & Michala are going to contact Janelle and talk about athlete meeting scheduling. 

Provide the feedback to the AEC to see what changes can be made to the schedule. 



Suggestion: Instead of athlete programming all the same- have different paths for newbies 

vs. veterans. They will also ask Janelle if we can put their information into Sched. 

 

7. Take our ideas to the BoD to get their support for implementation moving forward. Presentation 

at the Convention BoD Meeting to showcase some of the positive additions.  

 

8. Jayne is going to narrow down who is in charge of what and we are going to put together a 

calendar of when we need to get things done.  

 

9. Happy2Help Desk scheduling- Kate 

 Rubber ducks instead of Lingo Bingo- money goes to Foundation 
 

10. Closing statements around the room: 

 Michala: Excited about social media plan 

 Traci: Excited about using Sched- make each year a little bit better 

 Tim: Understanding of committee & Convention- feels involved 

 Morgan: New ideas and opportunities that we can do 

 Kate: Making Convention more user friendly & simpler approach 

 Jayne: Excited about this committee- new perspectives & opportunities that we’ve been 
given to make Convention better & easier 

 Robert: Also has a better understanding of our committee & what we can do for 

Convention- forward thinking about what we can do better 

 Jessica- Sched, Ducks, Prizes!  Take discussion from the weekend and make it tangible 
and move forward 

 Jamie- Ability to get things done and have a new direction to move in. Feel confident in 
people’s ability to get things done.  

 Wyatt- Digital media & make it user friendly and disseminate information. Excited to 
present sched to BoD and redesign how Convention is planned.  

 Robert- Thanked the entire committee- back us up with what we need- proud of new 

ideas and ready to move forward  
 

Meeting ended at 11:52am CT.  

 
 

 


